Estimating cumulative exposure of wildlife to non-lethal disturbance using spatially explicit capture-recapture models.
species is very difficult, requiring long-term monitoring and some means to demonstrate a causal relationship between changes in vital rates and exposure to disturbances (Bejder and Samuels 2003) .
In contrast, short-term effects on behavior are relatively easy to measure, and can be directly linked to the source of the disturbance (Sutherland 1998 , Carney and Sydeman 1999 , Bejder et al. 2006b ).
These short-term behavioral effects need to be placed in context to understand their demographic relevance to the lives of individual animals (Gill et al. 2001 , Bejder and Samuels 2003 , Beale and Monaghan 2004 . We now know that repeated behavioral disruptions can have cumulative negative effects on the targeted animals (Lusseau 2003 , Christiansen et al. 2010 , which can alter their bioenergetic budget (Williams et al. 2006 ) and ultimately cause long-term negative effects on the individual's vital rates (NRC 2005 , Bejder et al. 2006a .
Any disturbance, whether it is intentionally targeting a population (Green and Higginbottom 2000) or not (Rolland et al. 2012) , is likely to vary in both space and time. Temporal variation in disturbance can result from diurnal and/or seasonal patterns in either the distribution of the targeted animals, or human activities. Similarly, spatial variation in disturbance can result from spatial variability of both human activities and an animal's habitat use. For example, ship noise disturbance from marine vessels is greater close to shipping routes and harbors (Hatch et al. 2008) , and disturbance by birdwatchers is greater closer to walking trails (Burger and Gochfeld 1993) . Also, the distribution of animals in an area often varies spatially because habitats are seldom homogenous in nature (Bailey and Thompson 2010, Cornell and Donovan 2010) . Animals commonly aggregate in feeding areas, nesting sites, and predator refuges (Parrish and Edelstein-Keshet 1999, Gende and Sigler 2006) , thus making the animals particularly susceptible to disturbance in these habitats. In addition, individuals within a population often vary in their habitat use, depending on characteristics such as sex or age (Clutton-Brock et al. 1987 , Austin et al. 2004 , Hatase et al. 2006 , Naidoo et al. 2012 . Such spatial variability, both inherent to the disturbance itself and the affected animals, will influence to what extent individual animals are exposed to a disturbance. We, therefore, need to incorporate such spatial variation in disturbance to successfully quantify the cumulative effects of non-lethal disturbance on wildlife.
For individually identifiable animal populations, where individuals can be distinguished either by naturally occurring (Hammond et al. 1990) or artificial markings (Woodbury et al. 1956 ), capturerecapture methods can be used to estimate individual encounter probabilities (Otis et al. 1978) . The location of an animal's activity center and the amount of movement that the animal makes around this location, its range, will determine the likelihood that the animal will be encountered (detected) during a sampling occasion for a given sampling effort (Borchers and Efford 2008, Royle et al. 2009b ).
Spatially explicit capture-recapture (SECR) models account for this spatial heterogeneity in encounter probabilities by using geo-referenced information on individual encounter histories (Borchers and Efford 2008 , Royle and Young 2008 , Efford et al. 2009 , Royle et al. 2009b ). Further, SECR models are able to account for spatial heterogeneity in sampling effort, which is a common feature in many data sets . The resulting encounter probabilities can then be integrated with the intensity of a disturbance in the area, to estimate the individual cumulative exposure to the disturbance, as well as the variation in exposure between individuals. By combining these estimates with information about the bioenergetic costs of disturbance during interactions, we can then determine the cumulative effect of the disturbance in terms of bioenergetics, which can then be linked to body condition and ultimately vital rates.
The aim of this study was to estimate the cumulative exposure of minke whales (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) to whalewatching activities in Faxaflói Bay, Iceland. The population has been targeted by whalewatching activities in the area for the last 2 decades, since the industry started up in 1994.
Previous studies focusing on the effect of whalewatching on minke whales in the area found that the feeding activities of whales were disrupted during interactions with whalewatching boats, leading to a significant reduction in energy acquisition (Christiansen et al. 2013a,b) . The presence of whalewatching boats also elicited a stress response in the animals, which together with an increase in swimming speed resulted in an increase in energy expenditure during whalewatching interactions (Christiansen et al. 2014a) . Therefore, repeated behavioral disruptions caused by whalewatching might lead to long-term negative effects on the body condition of individuals. With female body condition being strongly linked to fetus growth in minke whales (Christiansen et al. 2014b ), such cumulative effects could ultimately end up affecting offspring production and survival. We estimated the spatial encounter probability of individual minke whales in the whalewatching area. We then quantified the whalewatching intensity in the same area, from which we estimated the exposure of individual minke whales to whalewatching boats in both space and time. From these estimates, we calculated the cumulative time that minke whales spent with whalewatching boats to evaluate the potential that disturbances caused by whalewatching activities might affect the minke whale population.
Study Area
Faxaflói Bay (N64°24 W23°00) is located in southwest Iceland, between the peninsulas of Snaefellsnes and Reykjanes. The bay is less than 50 km long and 90 km wide. An estimated 7,678 minke whales (range: 4,984-11,830) are present in Faxaflói Bay ) mainly between mid-April and mid-October, although some animals have been sighted all year round. Since 1994, whalewatching has been conducted in the southeastern part of Faxaflói Bay, the study area ( Fig. 1) , with boats operating from the harbors of Reykjavik, Keflavik, and Hafnarfjörður. The size of the study area was about 3,500 km 2 , with depths varying between 15 and 60 m, with an average depth between 30 and 50 m.
Methods

Data Collection
We took pictures of the dorsal fin of minke whales to identify individual whales from commercial whalewatching boats operating in Faxaflói Bay, between 2008 and 2011 (Dorsey 1990 , Bertulli 2010 ; Fig. 1 ). Individual minke whales can be identified by dorsal edge marks (DEM; pieces of tissue missing from the trailing edge of the dorsal fin), by photographing the dorsal fin of the whales at a perpendicular angle to the body axis of the animal. If present, such marks are unique for individual whales (Dorsey 1990 , Bertulli 2010 ), and also stable over time , which makes it possible to use DEM as an unbiased identification cue (photo-ID) in capture-recapture studies (Evans and Hammond 2004) . We discarded images of low quality where the individual could not be identified (<10%). The proportion of individually identifiable minke whales in Faxaflói Bay has been estimated to be 84.2% (C. G. Bertulli, University of Iceland, unpublished data). We had no reason to suspect that the detection probability would differ between identifiable and unidentifiable whales. We used the photo-ID data to create individual encounter histories of the individually identifiable whales. We also recorded the position of each encounter with a handheld global positioning system (GPS) unit (Garmin GPSMap 60CSx, Olathe, KS). We also used the GPS unit to record the survey track of the research vessel (i.e., whalewatching boat) in the study area during each trip to inform the spatial heterogeneity in sampling effort. The presence of researchers onboard the whalewatching boats was unlikely to influence the behavior of the boats because no restrictions were in place that the boat operators needed to abide by when around whales.
Individual Encounter Probabilities
Using SECR models to estimate individual encounter probabilities in space
We developed SECR models to estimate the activity center of individually identifiable minke whales and the spatial probability distribution around those centers, the activity range. We fitted these models to the individually identifiable animals' spatial encounter histories and the spatial sampling effort using a maximum likelihood estimation approach (secr package in R; Borchers and Efford 2008 , Efford et al. 2009 , Efford 2013 ). An SECR model is a hierarchical model composed of an observation model, which is conditional on a state model. The state model is a spatial model describing the distribution of animal activity centers in the state space of the model, and the observation model relates the probability of encountering an individual to the distance from the animal's activity center (Efford 2004 , Borchers and Efford 2008 , Efford et al. 2009 ).
When referring to activity range, we are not referring to the animal's biological home range, which would include all habitats that the whales move within, thus including feeding and breeding grounds as well as the connecting migratory corridors (Stern 2008) . Instead, our definition of activity range is confined to our specific study area and the time period covered by our surveys when the animals are on the feeding grounds. This provides a relevant coverage to estimate exposure of individual whales to whalewatching while on their feeding grounds. Further, our population was not closed; satellite telemetry data have shown that minke whales move between different bays around Iceland within a feeding season (Vikingsson and Heide-Jørgensen 2005) . Although our study period covered 4 years (i.e., feeding seasons), we modeled each year as a single sampling occasion, so that we obtained specific exposure levels for each year.
Applying SECR models to non-discrete boat survey data
Although SECR models are commonly used for modeling animal capture-recapture data collected with an array of detectors (Borchers and Efford 2008 , Efford et al. 2009 , Royle et al. 2009b , several studies have now applied this modeling approach to search-encounter data (Royle and Young 2008 , Gopalaswamy et al. 2012 , Russell et al. 2012 , Thompson et al. 2012 , Sollmann et al. 2013 ).
Irrespective of its application, the spatial structure of the sampling design requires that each detector is located at a fixed point, selected either randomly or systematically, so that the individual encounter histories can be spatially linked to these specific detector positions (Borchers 2012) . Naturally, survey track data do not conform to this spatially discrete structure because observations are made continuously in space. We, therefore, converted our survey track information into a grid-like array of detectors. We divided the study area into 1-km 2 grid cells ( Fig. 1) , with each grid cell being considered a spatially distinct sampling unit (detector), similar to Thompson et al. (2012) . The reference position of each grid cell was given by the center point coordinates of the cell. We chose the size of the grid cells (1 km 2 ) to ensure the spatial resolution was small in relation to the movement of the whales so that it would not influence the resulting activity range estimates. We considered a grid cell to be active during a given sampling occasion (i.e., year) if at any point during that sampling occasion the research vessel entered the cell. Similarly, the spatial positions accompanying the individual encounter histories were coarse-grained so that each encounter was linked spatially to the corresponding grid cell (Fig. 2) . In other words, when we encountered and identified a whale, we used the center point of the grid cell in which the whale was encountered rather than the actual position of the whale (Gopalaswamy et al. 2012 , Russell et al. 2012 , Thompson et al. 2012 , Sollmann et al. 2013 . That way, each encounter of an individual was georeferenced to a specific grid cell.
The state model
The state model estimates the location of individual activity centers Xi (the center of the animal's activity at coordinates X = (x, y) while it is on the feeding ground) over a specified area S (Royle et al. 2009a,b) . The distribution of activity centers is determined by a 2-dimensional distribution model, a homogeneous Poisson point process with intensity D, the population density (Borchers and Efford 2008, Efford et al. 2009 ). We assumed activity centers were fixed during a sampling occasion.
Spatially explicit capture-recapture methods model the locations of activity centers as latent random variables, with the observation model parameters being estimated from the individual encounter histories conditional on these latent variables. We created a habitat mask (a raster map with 1-km2 cell sizes covering the entire study area as well as a 12-km buffer zone around it), representing suitable habitat for minke whales, to restrict the potential location of activity centers to positions located at sea only (Efford 2004 ).
The observation model
The observed encounter (detection) frequency n isk is given by where λ isk is the expected number of encounters with whale i during sampling occasion s at grid cell k.
The observation model estimates the expected number of encounters as a function of the distance d k from the animal's activity center X i (Borchers and Efford 2008; Efford et al. 2009 Efford et al. , 2013 .
Because we were not interested in the temporal variation in encounter probabilities within years, we modeled each year as a single sampling occasion, using a count proximity type detector, which allow multiple encounters with the same individual in 1 or more grid cells during a sampling occasion (Efford et al. 2009 , Royle et al. 2009b ). To meet the SECR model assumption of independent detections (Borchers and Efford 2008, Efford et al. 2009 ), we considered only the first encounter with an animal within a day. To describe the decline in encounter probability as a function of the distance from the animal's activity center, we used a negative exponential encounter intensity function (Efford et al. 2009 . We accounted for heterogeneity in sampling effort by including effort as an offset in the detection function ) so that where λ 0 is the baseline encounter intensity of all minke whales in the area (the expected encounter rate per unit time when d k = 0), σ is the rate of decline in encounter intensity with increasing distance from the individual's activity center (Efford 2004) , T sk is the sampling effort on sampling occasion s (i.e., year) at grid cell k, and T 0 is the standard unit of effort (i.e., 1 boat-hr). We fitted a separate model to each year. Because a year corresponded to a single sampling occasion, each model was made up of a single sampling occasion. This also meant that there was no within-year timespecificity in the sampling data.
Estimating spatial encounter probabilities
We derived the probability mass function Z isk (X i ) of the activity centers X i for the detected whales i for year s (fxi.secr function; Efford 2013), where Z isk represents the probability that the activity center X i of individual i is located in grid cell k during year s. From the estimated parameters of the encounter intensity functions (λ 0 ,s and σ s ) and the probability mass function of the detected whales Z isk , we estimated the spatial encounter probability Pr(δ isk =1), the probability of encountering whale i at least once in cell k per unit effort T 0 (i.e., 1 boat-hr) in year s (Royle et al. 2009a) :
where m represents the position of the modeled activity center in the habitat mask and K is the total number of grid cells in the habitat mask (n = 3,447). In other words, the spatial encounter probability Pr(δ isk = 1) of detected whale i in cell k in year s is estimated from the sum of the probabilities of encountering whale i in cell k for all possible centers of activity m, given the distance between m and k and the probability that m is the actual activity center X i for individual i, which is given by Z ism . We used the estimated encounter probabilities to produce spatial maps of the mean encounter probability of the detected whales within each year.
Whalewatching Intensity
Information about the number of whalewatching trips per day throughout the year was provided by the whalewatching companies for each year together with information about trip durations (2.5-3.5 hr). To inform the spatial variability in whalewatching intensity, we recorded the route for a number of whalewatching trips using a GPS. These trips were representative of all paths that the vessels could take in the bay, given the constraints they face to design a trip to maximize tourist satisfaction, minimize fuel expenditure, and cope with weather conditions. We then estimated whalewatching intensity I skw , the amount of time (expressed in standard units of effort T 0 ) that a whalewatching boat spent in each grid cell k during trip w in year s, by randomly selecting with replacement a trip route from the list of trip routes obtained from the GPS tracks. By doing this for each trip in a year, we obtained a matrix containing the spatial whalewatching intensity during each trip throughout the year.
Individual Exposure to Whalewatching Boats
Based on the estimated spatial encounter probabilities Pr(δ isk = 1) , the probability of detecting whale i in grid cell k in year s per unit effort T 0 , we estimated the exposure E isw of a detected whale i to whalewatching activities during each trip w in year s (the probability that whale i was encountered during whalewatching trip w in year s):
During the time of the study, a whalewatching boat in Faxaflói Bay would very seldom interact more than once with a given whale during a trip. To restrict the number of possible encounters with a single whale during a specific trip to 1, we replaced exposure values >1 with 1, so that E isw became restricted between 0 and 1.
We then estimated the seasonal frequency f is of interactions with whalewatching boats for each detected whale i throughout the feeding season of year s by drawing encounters at random for each trip w using a Bernoulli process, informed by the probability E isw that whale i was encountered during whalewatching trip w in year s, and then summing up the resulting binary outcome from all the trips in the season:
where W is the total number of boat trips conducted during the feeding season. Based on the relative seasonal abundance of minke whales in Icelandic waters, which remains relatively constant between mid-April and mid-October (Sigurjónsson and Víkingsson 1997) , we assumed that the time of residency for an individual minke whale on the feeding ground was about 180 days (Folkow et al. 2000 , Christiansen et al. 2013c ). Based on this, we set the first and last days in the feeding season to be the 17 April and the 13 October, respectively. Using Monte Carlo methods, we estimated 1,000
encounter frequency values f is for each individual i in a given year s and used the resulting mean to represent the seasonal frequency of interactions for that individual. 
Results
Sampling Effort
We collected photo-ID data from mid-April to mid-September between 2008 and 2011, covering a period of about 5 months per year. We collected data on 329 days (636 trips), giving a total sampling effort of 1,964 hours (Table 1) . Although the number of sampling hours was similar between years, the spatial sampling effort, as well as coverage, varied between years (Fig. 2) . The number of observed encounters (detections) with individually identifiable whales varied between years, from a minimum of 81 in 2009 to a maximum of 133 in 2011. The sightings (encounters) per unit effort (SPUE) however were quite similar between years, remaining around 0.21 encounters per boat-hr (Table 1 ). The number of unique individuals identified from the photo-ID over the 4 years was 180.
Within years, the number of individually-identifiable whales ranged between 53 and 69 (Table 1) .
Most individually identifiable whales (63-72%) were sighted only once over the study season, and very few (<6%) were re-sighted more than twice, with the exception of 2011, where 18% of the animals were re-sighted more than twice through the study season (Table 1) .
Individual Encounter Probabilities
The estimated baseline encounter intensity (λ 0 ) ranged between 0.014 and 0.053 encounters/boat-hr between years (Table 2) . Encounter intensity was considerably higher in 2011 compared to other years, suggesting that whales spent more time in the study area that year. The estimated movement parameter (σ) showed large fluctuations between years, from a minimum of 1.9 km in 2008 to 4.6 km in 2010 (Table 2) suggesting that the movement pattern of detected whales varied substantially between years. Although we did obtain estimates of minke whale density from the SECR models (Table 2) , these should be taken with caution because our population was not closed and the study design was not random.
As expected, the estimated activity centers of the detected minke whales were concentrated in a smaller area located near the center of the study area (Fig. 3) , where the survey effort was highest. As a consequence of this, the estimated encounter probability for the detected whales was also highest near this core area. The mean estimated encounter probability also varied between years (Fig. 3) .
Whalewatching Intensity
The intensity of whalewatching activities in Faxaflói Bay, as reported by the whalewatching operators, varied both within and between years (Fig. 4) . In 2008 and 2009, only 2 whalewatching companies were operating in the bay, resulting in fewer trips overall in those years compared to 2010 and 2011, when 4 whalewatching companies were operating ( Table 3 ). The number of daily trips offered also varied seasonally within each year, with a peak in whalewatching intensity during the summer months (Jun-Sep; Fig. 4 ).
We recorded the track routes of 636 whalewatching trips throughout the study period. The duration of the recorded whalewatching trips followed a normal distribution with a mean of 3.1 hours (SD = 0.282, min. = 2.0, max. = 5.7). Because these values corresponded well with the average values reported by the whalewatching companies (2.5-3.5 hr), we did not need to alter the durations of the simulated trips (Table 3 ). In 2010 and 2011, however, 1 whalewatching company started operating express trips, which were only 2-2.5 hours in duration. To account for these shorter trips, the duration of the randomly selected trips were re-estimated for the known number of express trips, keeping the same relative proportion of time spent in each grid cell but changing the sum (duration) of these trips to 2-2.5 hours. The estimated whalewatching intensity during the feeding season (17 Apr-13 Oct) also varied spatially across the study area (Fig. 5) . The intensity was highest in the center-right parts of the study area, from the core area and towards Reykjavik, the main harbor.
Individual Exposure to Whalewatching Boats
As expected, the estimated spatial variation in exposure to whalewatching boats was consistent between years, although the overall exposure varied, with 2011 having the highest exposure (Fig. 6) .
The estimated exposure of detected minke whales to whalewatching boats varied through the feeding season for all years (Fig. 7) as a function of seasonal variation in whalewatching intensity (Fig. 4) .
Variation in estimated exposure between detected individuals (the spread of the probability estimates in Fig. 7 ) also seemed to vary with the whalewatching intensity, with increasing intensity leading to increasing individual heterogeneity.
The estimated seasonal cumulative number of encounters with whalewatching boats varied between detected individuals, and also between years (Table 3 , Fig. 8 ). In both 2008 and 2009, the total estimated number of encounters with individually identifiable whales was only about 300 (Table 3) , with most individuals being encountered less than 10 times throughout the feeding season (Fig. 8) . In 2010 and 2011, the estimated number of encounters with detected individually identifiable whales increased to about 650 and 1,000 encounters (Table 3) , respectively, which is equivalent to a 2-and 3fold increase in individual exposure, respectively (Fig. 8 ). Some detected individuals in 2010 were estimated to be exposed to up to 20 interactions with whalewatching boats through the feeding season, whereas some animals in 2011 were exposed to as many as 50 interactions (Fig. 8) .
The yearly variation in whalewatching exposure was also evident in the estimated cumulative time that individual detected minke whales spent with whalewatching boats in the different years (Table 3) .
Again, minke whales in 2008 and 2009 had a lower cumulative interaction time, 0.65 and 0.79 hours, respectively, compared to 2010 and 2011, when a detected minke whale on average spent 1.41 and 2.24 hours interacting with whalewatching boats, respectively. All years showed considerable variation between detected individuals in estimated cumulative interaction time with whalewatching boats (Table 3) . However, from all the detected whales, the most exposed individual was estimated to spend only 0.2% (7.13 hr) of its time on the feeding ground with whalewatching boats (Table 3 ).
Discussion
The aim of this study was to estimate the cumulative exposure of minke whales to whalewatching boats in Faxaflói Bay. We estimated most of the detected whales were subject to repeated interactions with whalewatching boats through the feeding season, with some animals being exposed to up to 50 interactions in some years (Fig. 8) . However, the estimated cumulative number of encounters with whalewatching boats per year was less than 10 for most animals. Whalewatching interactions disrupt the feeding activities of minke whales in this area (Christiansen et al. 2013b ). These feeding disruptions could lead to a decrease in the rate of energy acquisition of 42.1%, 136.69 kJ/min (SD = 794.99), for an average-sized (7.5 m, 4,800 kg) adult minke whale (Christiansen et al. 2013aa) .
Whalewatching interactions also caused non-feeding minke whales to increase their rate of energy expenditure by 27.6%, resulting in an increase in energy expenditure of 69.20 kJ/min (SD = 143.75) during whalewatching interactions (Christiansen et al. 2014a ). These effects result in a decrease in the rate of net energy intake of 63.5%, 205.89 kJ/min (SD = 806.64), during whalewatching interactions.
We can now provide a liberal estimate of the cumulative energetic effects of whalewatching activities.
Given the estimated cumulative interaction times with whalewatching boats, the most affected individuals (with a 7.13 hr [427.5 min] cumulative interaction time for the entire season) would lose about 88,000 kJ (SD = 344,838) in energy throughout the feeding season as a consequence of whalewatching interactions. This constitutes only 0.66% of the total amount of energy that a pregnant female needs to deposit in her blubber storage (13.0 GJ, SE = 3.37) during the feeding season to finance the costs of reproduction (Christiansen et al. 2013c ). To place this into context, this loss is substantially smaller than the naturally occurring variation in blubber storage (25.9%). Thus, the potential long-term effect of whalewatching activities on minke whale fetal growth, and consequently reproduction, should be negligible (Christiansen et al. 2014b ). This should also not affect adult survival. Therefore, the whalewatching industry in its current state seems to be posing no real threat to the targeted minke whales. Reaching this conclusion would not have been possible had we not considered the overall exposure of the animals to the disturbance. We, therefore, emphasize the importance of taking exposure to disturbance into consideration when assessing the effect of nonlethal disturbance on wildlife.
Heterogeneity in space use between our detected whales (Marubini et al. 2009 , Schofield et al. 2010 led to considerable variation in estimated exposure to whalewatching boats between individuals. If the whalewatching intensity, and consequently the cumulative exposure levels for the most exposed whales, were to increase, disturbance could potentially act as a selection force on this population by influencing the fitness of individuals with habitat use strategies that led to increased exposure (see Milner et al. 2007 for review).
For the detected minke whales, the individual variation in estimated whalewatching exposure increased with increasing whalewatching intensity. During the peak summer months, the individual heterogeneity in estimated exposure could be nearly 10 times higher than at the beginning and end of the feeding season (Fig. 7) . If the overall whalewatching intensity had been higher, the individual variation in exposure might have increased further, resulting in some animals being heavily affected by the whalewatching activities (see Supplementary Tables S1, S2 , and S3, available online at www.onlinelibrary.wiley.com). Indeed, increasing whalewatching intensity led to an increasing positive skewness in the estimated frequency distributions for detected animals in 2010 and 2011 ( Fig.   8 ). Again, this difference was hardly noticeable when considering only the mean number of encounters for those years (Table 3) . This stresses the need for making population-level management decisions based on the full distribution of exposures rather than the mean.
The estimated encounter probabilities of detected minke whales were overall quite low (Fig. 3) . This suggests that the whales encountered in the study area were not restricted to this part of Faxaflói Bay, but that they moved in and out of the study area throughout the feeding season. Such movement patterns correspond well with existing studies of satellite tagged minke whales around Iceland (Vikingsson and Heide-Jørgensen 2005) . Therefore, the estimated activity range of minke whales in this study does not represent the animal's biological home range but the area where the whales concentrate their activities when visiting the study area. Although some of the whales that visited the study area in all 4 years (n = 6) showed consistency in the location of their activity center between years, others showed considerable variation between years (see Supplementary Fig. S1 , available online at www.onlinelibrary.wiley.com).
The estimated movement parameter, σ, varied between years ( Table 2) , indicating that the activity ranges of minke whales fluctuated between years. Sandeel (Ammodytes spp.) survey data indicate that sandeel density in the area also varied between years, with a higher relative abundance in 2008 compared to 2009 (Bogason and Lilliendahl 2009 ). This suggests that minke whales increase their effective area of feeding when prey is scarce, to maintain an overall high prey intake, as predicted by optimal foraging theory (Pyke 1984) .
Our application of SECR models to non-discrete whalewatching track data resulted in us having to relax some of the key assumptions of the models. Although conventional SECR models assume a closed population (Borchers and Efford 2008, Efford et al. 2009 ), this was clearly not the case in our study with minke whales moving in and out of the study area through the feeding season. Although violation of this key assumption prevents us from obtaining reliable estimates of minke whale densities, our estimates of seasonal encounter probabilities of minke whales in the study area should be unaffected by this because they were based on observed encounter rates over the same time period (i.e., over the entire feeding season). However, if there was individual heterogeneity in site fidelity to the study area among the whales in our sample, the estimated encounter probabilities, and hence encounter rates, might be biased. The bias would be negative for animals that spent relatively more time inside the study area, and positive for animals that spent relatively more time outside the area.
Until we have further knowledge about the intra-seasonal movement of minke whales around Iceland, which could help to quantify such a potential bias, we can only speculate about it. Still, our estimated upper exposure levels might be negatively biased. Another key assumption in SECR models is that trap placement is random with respect to the animals' activity centers (Borchers and Efford 2008) . Our surveys were not random. Such a bias in sampling effort would result in a positive bias in the density estimation of animals in the area but should again not influence estimates of encounter probabilities (Thompson et al. 2012) . Further, our model assumed a linear relationship between sampling effort and encounter rates, which works well when sampling effort is relatively diffuse (as in our study), but which might not be realistic for more extreme disturbance scenarios. We also restricted the number of possible encounters with a single whale during a specific trip to 1. Although this assumption can be justified for the whalewatching industry in Faxaflói Bay, it might need to be modeled differently for other study systems.
The estimated exposure rates in this study were based on whales encountered at least once by the research vessel in a season. Because animals with relatively lower encounter probabilities are more likely to be missed during sampling, the detected individuals in this study do not necessarily represent the full distribution of animals in this study area but rather individuals at the upper range of the encounter probability distribution. Although this bias should not affect the higher estimates of exposure, animals with exposure rates around or below our estimated minimum could exist but not be represented in our analyses.
Although our SECR models produced sensible estimates of encounter probabilities of minke whales in the study area, additional information could be incorporated in the future to add further realism.
Minke whales demonstrate obvious habitat preferences within the study area. Sandeel density is assumed to be the driving factor behind the location of minke whale activity centers. Hence, defining suitable areas for sandeels based on oceanographic features (Wright et al. 2000 , Tetley et al. 2008 , and incorporating this as a spatial covariate in the model could potentially further improve the model predictions.
Our models could not account for encounters with unidentified animals, which are individuals that potentially could have been identified but for various reasons were not. In the case of minke whales, failure to identify an individually identifiable whale could arise from poor quality photographs, poor observation conditions, the angle of the fin in relation to the photographer being non-perpendicular, or the distance between the whale and the boat being too far to allow identification (Stevick et al. 2001 ).
Failure to identify individually identifiable whales can lead to negatively biased encounter probabilities, and consequently exposure to whalewatching activities. Further, whales could potentially have been encountered, and therefore exposed to whalewatching boats, without necessarily having been detected by the people onboard the boats. Such non-detection encounters would lead to further under-estimation of the seasonal exposure to whalewatching boats. Incorporating these missed identifications and non-detection encounters into SECR models would therefore be a worthwhile effort. Sollmann et al. (2013) presents 1 method of doing this for photos where a tagged animal can be seen, but the individual identity cannot be determined. Because minke whales are identified from natural markings, which may not necessarily be visible in poor quality photographs, we were unfortunately not able to apply this approach to our study.
Management implications
We need to understand the mechanistic links between short-term behavioral effects and long-term individual vital rates if we want to inform the management of non-lethal disturbance of wildlife (NRC 2005) . One key element is to estimate the exposure of the animals to the disturbance. This study demonstrates the importance of taking individual exposure into consideration, to quantify the cumulative effects of human disturbance on wildlife. In Faxaflói Bay, the immediate behavioral effects of whalewatching boats on minke whales have been shown to be significant, resulting in a net energy loss above 60% during interactions with boats (Christiansen et al. 2014a (Christiansen et al. ,b, 2014a . Such a strong effect would have warranted management actions to reduce the impact, had it not been for the low estimated overall exposure of the animals to the whalewatching activities. We found that the estimated long-term effects of whalewatching interactions were negligible to the animal, constituting less than 1% of the animals overall energy requirement throughout the feeding season. We can therefore conclude that the overall effect of whalewatching activities on the demography of the minke whale population using Faxaflói Bay is likely to be insignificant. However, these estimates are based on predictions, rather than direct measurements of seasonal energetic costs. The most precautionary approach for management would therefore be to keep monitoring this population of whales to find out if individual variation in survival between years can be linked to variations in individual exposure to whalewatching boats. Future studies should investigate if the low re-encounter rates of individual minke whales in the study area could indicate an avoidance behavior to the Faxaflói Bay whalewatching area, as a response to the high energetic costs of whalewatching interactions.
Whalewatching disturbance also needs to be assessed in relation to other anthropogenic impacts on minke whales in the area (i.e., whaling and fisheries bycatch) to help set management priorities. 
